Tippers
HM-2 & HM-2 FERRO

TIPPERS

COBALT HM:
FAST AND EFFICIENT
UNLOADING OF
YOUR CARGO

This three-sided tipper can be used on a daily basis to transport bulk material. The robust tipper
will also prove to be the ideal workhorse to accompany your excavators. Because the Cobalt HM
can tip on three sides, this trailer is ideal in confined areas.
As a standard, the Cobalt HM has been provided with a steel floor and an electric pump with a
battery, allowing you to unload your cargo very quickly and efficiently. After all: time is money.

HM-2

The Cobalt HM has been provided with the special HAPERT locking system. This system will
ensure that the dropsides are closed and that the front rack, the removable walls, the raised cover,
or the wire racking can be secured. You can hit the road with confidence.
HM-2
FERRO

STANDARDS, OPTIONS, AND ACCESSORIES
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Standard: electric control
powered by a battery enclosed
in a steel box with plastic cover.
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As standard: removable
control-box with spiral cable.

Standard: provided with TÜVcertified binding brackets with
a capacity of 1000 daN.
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As standard: extra fixing
points with hook on all sides
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Standard: equipped with
emergency hand pump next to
electric pump.

Standard: battery charger
(not mounted).

Option: a pendulating rear
dropside (only possible in
combination with dropsides 40
cm).
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Option: ‘DRIVE-ON’ package
with parabolic leaf spring.

Option: parabolic leaf
spring including shock
absorbers on the axles.

Option: removable aluminium
dropsides with a height of 30
or 40 cm.

Option: aluminium dropsides
with a height of 70 cm,
pendulating.
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Option: a weldmesh side
extension on all sides,
removable, height 100 cm for
the models in 305 x 180 and
335 x 180 cm.

Option: removable wire-mesh
rack with a height of 70 cm
and wire-mesh racks with a
height from 335 cm upward,
reinforced with
side posts.

Option: aluminium dropsides
40 cm high.

Option: LED Lighting.
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Option: ‘DRIVE-ON’ package:
2 aluminium loading skids
integrated underneath the
floor and 2 stable, adjustable
telescoping legs including crank.
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All Hapert trailers have been provided with
the TÜV certified load-securing system!
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